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Oxford University Press, USA, United States, 2005. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 190 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A six-million-year-old jaw bone in
Ethiopia proves to be a piece of the earliest hominid discovered-so far. Big Mama, who used a tree
branch to escape from a zoo in Holland, is found sipping chocolate milk at a local restaurant.
Nandy, a 50,000-year-old skeleton surrounded by flower pollen in Iraq, casts doubt on the beastly
reputation of an early hominid. Found frozen in the Alps, Otzi reveals what people in Europe ate
5,000 years ago. Ardipithecus ramidus kadabba, a chimpanzee, a Neandertal, and the Iceman are
just some of the characters who make up The Early Human World. Peter Robertshaw and Jill
Rubalcaba tell the story of early human life using an incredible variety of primary sources: 3.5million-year-old footprints preserved by a volcano provide evidence of our ancestors walking on
two legs. Stone flakes fashioned 2 million years ago prove early hominids used tools. Bears, lions,
and rhinoceroses painted in a cave 30,000 years ago reveal our ancestors artistic side. An 8,500year-old dog grave shows the extraordinarily long history of man s best friend. This...
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Reviews
Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- La wr ence K eeling
This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we have read through. Your daily life
period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Ga r ett B a umba ch
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